Using time-dependent measurements and calculations of line-intensity ratios, we have determined the electron temperature of a surface flashover anode plasma in an intense ion diode to be 5 -8 eV.
I. INTRODUCTION Determination of the electron temperature in plasmas formed in pulsed ( = 100 ns) high-voltage high-power devices is of major importance since this temperature significantly influences several characteristics in the plasma behavior that usually play an important role in the device operation. Examples of these devices are ion-beam diodes, ' relativistic electron-beam diodes, plasma erosion switches for high-current switching, ' magnetically insulated lines for power transmission, and magnetrons for high-power microwave generation.
In these devices the plasma electron temperature affects the electron collisionality, which influences the plasma expansion across the magnetic field. It also determines the ionization rates in the plasma which strongly affect the time-dependent concentrations of neutral particles and various charge states in the plasma, and through them the composition of the extracted ion beams. Finally, the plasma conductivity, which depends on the electron temperature, determines the time-dependence penetration of magnetic fields into the plasma and the plasma Ohmic heating.
Determination of the electron temperature in plasmas in such short-pulse devices is difficult. Such plasmas, with electron temperatures of a few electron volts and electron densities of 10' -10' cm, undergo rapid ionization during the pulse, remaining far from ionization equilibrium, with the excited levels being populated mostly through excitations from the ground state, as discussed by Griem. In these cases, the relative populations of excited levels used for the determination of the electron temperature are significantly different from steady-state values. A demonstration of this phenomenon is that for high levels in the atom partial local thermal equilibrium (LTE) does not exist even though the inelastic electron collisions with the excited atom are much more frequent than radiation processes. ' ' An additional complication in this problem results from continuous flow of material into the plasma throughout the pulse from the plasma source or from the surface over which the plasma evolves. The material ejection into the plasma continuously modifies the ground-state and the excited-level population densities, which can result in a continuous modification of the excited-level population ratios, used for the determination of the electron temperature. It will be shown in Sec. IV B that the excited-level population ratio for the present plasma parameters can be different by a factor of 10 or more from steady-state calculations. Therefore, using collisional-radiative steady-state calculations of the atomic-level populations for determining the electron temperature from measured line-intensity ratios can give misleading results. Finally, for calculating the timedependent populations of excited levels in such transient plasmas, knowledge of the electron density is essential.
Prior to the measurements reported here, attempts to obtain the electron temperature in pulsed-power plasmas have been made by Johnson and co-workers" ' and Hinshelwood. ' In Ref. 11 the temperature of the anode plasma in a 900-kV, 400-kA, 100-ns pulsed magnetically insulated ion diode was estimated from measurements of the charge-state ratios in the extracted ion beam, based on a coronal model for the ionization distribution in the plasma. In Ref. 12 intensity ratios of C III and C Iv lines were used to estimate the temperature in the anode plasma in a 700-kV, 400-kA, 100-ns magnetically insulated diode assuming a LTE model. Hinshelwood' used C III and A1III line intensities and steady-state calculations to study the electron temperature in the cathode plasma in a 250-kV, 50-kA, 80-ns electron-beam diode. To our knowledge, no allowance for the level-population time dependence and for the continuous material flow into the plasma has been made.
For the anode plasma in high-power diodes it was usu-3240 1989 The American Physical Society ally assumed that the electron temperature T, is a few electron volts. However, in this temperature range the ionization rates are very sensitive to the value of T"and thus an experimental determination of T, is essential for estimating the charge-state distribution in the plasma.
Here we report the determination of the electron temperature in the surface-flashover anode plasma in a planar magnetically insulated ion diode powered by a =100-ns pulse by observing line intensities of various species as a function of time. The line intensities are compared with intensities calculated by a time-dependent collisional-radiative code which predicts the time evolution of the atomic-level populations. The temporal variations in the line-intensity ratios are calculated taking into account the continuous material supply from the anode surface to the plasma. This material flow has been quantitatively investigated for the surface-flashover anode plasma studied here and is reported in a companion paper. ' The electron temperature was determined for times in which the line-intensity ratios were calculated and observed to vary slowly, and were relatively insensitive to details of the continuous material supply. On the basis of these calculations we determined the electron temperature in the second half of the pulse.
Using two spectroscopic systems we observed the intensities of two lines in a single discharge. These simultaneous measurements enabled us to obtain line-intensity ratios free of ambiguity due to shot-to-shot irreproducibilities that often characterize pulsed-power experiments. Also, using one line intensity as a reference we could normalize several line intensities obtained from repeated discharges for the same charge state, thus reliably obtaining the population of several levels, required for consistency checks of the electron-temperature The measured line intensities were analyzed with the aid of a collisional-radiative code that determines the level populations as a function of time by solving rate equations of various atomic processes for given initial particle densities. A full description of the code and its use in the analysis of fast changes in the plasma will be given in a separate publication. Here, we will only give a general discussion and specify for each species the rates used for the various atomic processes.
The code uses time-dependent electron density n, (t) and temperature T, (t) that are treated as input parameters for these calculations. The electron velocity distribution is assumed to be Maxwellian for these calculations. This is based on the electron self-collision time of about 0.1 ns for our anode-plasma parameters, which is much shorter than the time scale on which the plasma parameters are believed to change and the time scale on which free electrons are produced by ionization. In the code, each two adjacent atomic or ionic species are coupled through ionization and radiative or three-body recombinations. Atomic levels within each species are coupled through electron collisional excitation and deexcitation, and through spontaneous radiative decay. In the calculation for carbon, dielectronic recombination into 2pnl excited states of CIII has also been included. ' ' Recombination is, however, insignificant for the present plasma parameters and time scale.
Our MgII model includes 42 levels of n =3 through n =11 for Mg tt and one level (the ground state) for Mg III. For levels of n =6 to 11 the l~6 levels were accounted for by increasing the statistical weight of the t =5 (g) level to include the degeneracy of these levels. The A1 III model consists of 47 levels for A1III, n =3 through n =12 levels, and the Al Iv ground state. We verified that the calculated level populations were insensitive to further increase in the number of levels used by adding the n =13 to n =15 levels as hydrogenic levels. Fig. 4(b) ] obtained from the electron-density distributions. We will later discuss the low sensitivity of the calculations to this simplifying assumption.
In this report we address the time history of the line intensities and the line-intensity ratio only up to t =95 ns.
The line-intensity ratios at later times (after the pulse) are influenced by changes in the electron density and are discussed separately. Fig. 3 ), consistent with these calculations and with the assumption of a constant electron temperature.
For the determination of the electron temperature it is important that the line-intensity ratios are insensitive to the exact form of the source terms. To demonstrate this we give in Fig. 6 Fig. 7 are the calculated population ratios for T, =4, 5, 8, and 10 eV. In these calculations we use the observed spatially averaged time-dependent electron density given in Fig. 4(b (1)]. The populations are normalized to the total supply of particles (up to t =t"+76ns=96 ns). Here, T,, =7 eV and the electron density is the observed time-dependent n,, (t) given in Fig.   4(b) . (a) The CIII 2s3p 'P, population and the ratio of the 2s5f 'F~population to the 2s3p 'P, population. (b) The Mg tt 3p 'P"z population and th-e ratio of the 5f F population to the 3p 'P&&7 population. (c) The Al rid 4p P&&2 population and the ratio of the 7f 'F population to the 4p 'P, z, population.
FIG. 6. Calculated populations and level-population ratios
for two-particle source terms: a source constant in time (marked by C) and a source that varies as t . The populations for the two sources are normalized to each other at t =80 ns.
Here, T,, =7 eV, and n,, (t) is as in Fig. 4(b) Fig. 4(h We examined whether the ratio between the high-level populations and the 2p 'D population results from recombination of C IV. For these estimates we assumed a C IV density of 2 X 10' cm that is consistent with the total plasma density.
The recombination processes (dielectronic, ' '' three-body, and radiative recombination) were found to increase the ratios of the high-level populations to the 2p 'D population by only 20%. Charge-exchange recombination of C IV with H has been shown to have a relatively large cross section (-2X10 's cm at 5 eV) and could, in principle, be an important mechanism of populating the high levels assuming this C IV density. However, the C Iv density is probably smaller than the value assumed above. This is partially due to the fact that very little C Iv is produced at these temperatures from ionization. Also, from Table   I Fig. 7 ). In these experiments we were especially interested in obtaining the temperature gradients at the end of the voltage pulse (see discussion in Sec. IV E).
Thus, we present the line-intensity ratio averaged over 75~t~95 ns. The observed line-intensity ratios as a function of the distance x from the anode surface for this period of time are given in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. It is seen that the intensity ratios for both line pairs are constant to within the experimental uncertainty across the entire plasma. Fig. 11 (a) for t =95 ns.
Note that the induced current density decays by a factor of about 2, 2 mm into the plasma (g = -2. 0 mm).
The Ohmic heating rate H(g, r ) = j d lcm, per electron in the plasma, is now calculated using n, =2.2X10' cm, which is the average electron density in the plasma (see Sec. IV). In Fig. 11(b Fig. 11(b Fig. 11(a) The electron drift that may drive the instability results from the plasma pressure gradient which is estimated from the observed ion temperature, plasma density, ' and the presently determined electron temperature.
In this paper we do not discuss the implications of the observed electron temperature on the ion charge states in the plasma. This is discussed in detail in Ref. 14. In brief, the electron temperature and density result in fast ionization of neutral particles and singly charged ions so that mainly doubly charged ions and protons reach the outer (ion-emitting) region of the plasma. Also, a significant amount of protons are produced in the outer plasma region due to the ionization of the fast-moving hydrogen atoms that traverse the plasma. The electron temperature and density are shown to determine the spatial and the temporal variations of the density ratio between protons and the nonprotonic ions in the plasma.
The electron temperature in plasmas produced in pulsed-power devices significantly afT'ects the plasma behavior and the device operation. We believe that investigations of the electron temperature in such short-lived plasmas may help to achieve a better control over the plasma properties in a variety of pulsed plasma sources.
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